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We report unprecedented phase stability of cubic CsPbBr3 quantum
dots in ambient air obtained by using Br2 as halide precursor. Mechanistic investigation reveals the decisive role of temperaturecontrolled in situ generated, oleylammonium halide species from
molecular halogen and amine for the long term stability and emission
tunability of CsPbX3 (X ¼ Br, I) nanocrystals.

High photoluminescence quantum yield (PL QY), narrow
emission linewidth, tunable band gap, large diﬀusion lengths
and low exciton binding energies are some of the key attributes
of all-inorganic caesium lead halide perovskite nanocrystals
(LHP NCs) i.e., CsPbX3, X ¼ I, Br, Cl.1–6 This novel class of NCs
has been shown to be highly “defect tolerant”, i.e. defect states
are either shallow or localized in the valence or the conduction
band.1,2 Unlike conventional semiconductor NCs, the rigorous
passivation of their surface via formation of core/shell structures or other methods is not required to achieve high QY.
These LHP NCs are promising building blocks for light emitting
diode,3,4 solar cell,5,6 laser,7 photocatalysis8 and detector.9
Despite the recent surge of studies on CsPbX3 perovskite NCs,
a persisting drawback is their poor phase stability in ambient
air. For example, cubic (a) “black” phase CsPbI3 (Eg ¼ 1.73 eV)
perovskite NCs undergo rapid phase transformation to nonluminescent orthorhombic (d) “yellow” phase in ambient
condition (Fig. S1†) leading to undesired changes of the band
gap, optical and electrical properties.6,10,11 Similarly, cubic (a)
CsPbBr3 (Eg ¼ 2.25 eV) is unstable at ambient condition.12 For
successful integration of these materials into devices, the issue
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of long-term phase stability must thus be addressed.6,13 Most of
the reported strategies involve the use of additives such as
halide salt,12 phosphinic acid,14 ammonium halide,11 2,20 -iminodibenzoic acid15 sulphides and metal ions16 and polymers5 or
via special post-synthetic purication step.6,10 Herein, we report
the rst synthesis of highly stable, cubic a-CsPbBr3 perovskite
NCs using Br2 as an independent halide precursor. In a typical
synthesis, lead acetate is dissolved in 1-octadecene in the
presence of oleyl amine (OAm) and oleic acid (OA). To this
solution, Br2 (warning: handle the liquid Br2 in fume hood, Br2
vapors are toxic) and caesium oleate solutions (both dissolved
in ODE) are sequentially added. Phase stability and emission
colour tunability are achieved by controlling the reaction
temperature (75–200  C) and amount of Br2 (0.6–1.2 mmol)
under air-free synthetic condition (cf. ESI; Experimental
section†). The “three-precursor” nature16–18 of our synthetic
scheme allows for independent tuning of the amount of the
individual elements viz., Cs+, Pb2+ and X ions and in turn,
allows for the precise control over the surface chemistry.17
Highly crystalline, monodisperse 7.62  1.0 nm sized cubic aCsPbBr3 NCs (Fig. 1a) were synthesised under optimized
conditions using Cs : Pb : Br2 ratio of 1 : 1 : 6 at 200  C. Highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and
powder X-ray diﬀraction (PXRD) analyses of the puried sample
conrmed the pure cubic perovskite phase. HRTEM reveals
(100) lattice fringes with a d-spacing of 0.58 nm (Fig. S2†). PXRD
spectra of a-CsPbBr3 NCs sample exposed to ambient air (relative humidity of 50–60%) for a period of 60 days showed no
alteration (Fig. 1b). The observed stability is much higher than
the previously reported (max. 8 days) achieved via passivation of
cubic CsPbBr3 NCs with ZnBr2.12 Untreated pristine cubic
CsPbBr3 NCs, synthesised via conventional method typically
transforms into orthorhombic phase within 1–2 days.12 We
reproduced halide salt passivated CsPbBr3 NCs reported by Woo
et al. For comparison, we puried and stored the NCs (control)
under conditions similar to our cubic CsPbBr3 NCs.
Consistent with their report, the halide passivation did
improve the stability from 2 days to 6 days, thereaer the phase
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Fig. 1 (a) TEM image of cubic CsPbBr3 perovskite NCs (size: 7.62  1.0
nm) (b) XRD patterns showing ﬁlm stability of CsPbBr3 NCs over
a period of 60 days in the air under ambient condition (relative
humidity 50–60%). The pattern of a-CsPbBr3 (JCPDS 00-054-0752)
is indicated as black bars for comparison. (c) UV-vis absorption and
normalised PL spectra of as-prepared (day 1) a-CsPbBr3 NCs and the
same sample stored in ambient air for 60 days as the colloidal solution
(hexane). (d) Integrated photoluminescence vs. absorbance plot29 for
day 1 (black) and day 60 samples (red). Absorbance is measured at the
excitation wavelength (400 nm).

changed to orthorhombic phase (Fig. S3†). In our case, the
synthesized a-CsPbBr3 the diﬀraction peak at 30.5 degrees (2q) did
not split even aer 60 days (Fig. S4†) ruling out the presence of the
orthorhombic phase. In the case of conventionally prepared
CsPbBr3 NCs, the peaks become visibly sharper and split within
a week of exposure to ambient air, indicative of the phase transformation into orthorhombic (Pnma) phase.12,19,20 Furthermore,
comparison of the integrated photoluminescence vs. absorbance
plot for the freshly prepared NCs (day 1) and for the sample stored
as the colloidal solution at ambient temperature for 60 days shows
the insignicant diﬀerence between the two slopes signifying no
change in quantum eﬃciency within the experimental error
(Fig. 1c and d). Previous studies have shown that the phase
stability of a-CsPbX3 NCs is extremely sensitive to surface chemistry.6,11,17 To understand the cause of the exceptional stability in
our case, a series of additional experiments were conducted. FTIR
spectra of the puried NCs show the signature of protonated
amine groups (–NH3+)21 at 1641 cm1 in addition to the peak
associated to oleate anions (–COO) at 1576 cm1 (Fig. 2a).
Furthermore, the 1H NMR shows a multiplet at 7.2 ppm
(Fig. 2b) which is uncorrelated with any other proton peak in
1
H–1H COrrelated SpectroscopY (COSY) NMR spectra (Fig. S5†).
This feature is attributed to diastereotopically coupled protons
of ammonium ions bound to the surface of the NCs.11,22 The
presence of oleylammonium ions tightly bound to the NC
surface is further established with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses. The XPS spectra corrected using the
maximum of the C 1s signal at 284.8 eV (Fig. S6†) shows
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Fig. 2 (a) FTIR spectra of the puriﬁed CsPbBr3 NCs (black) compared
to pure oleyl amine (red). (b) 1H NMR of puriﬁed a-CsPbBr3 NCs in
CDCl3 (black) (c) XPS N 1s and (d) Pb 4f core level XPS spectra CsPbBr3
NCs.

a prominent N 1s peak at 401.8 eV characteristic of bound
–NH3+ group (Fig. 2c).21 Furthermore, the Pb 4f core level
spectra of ambient stable show two peaks located at 138.4 and
143.2 eV assigned to the Pb 4f7/2 and Pb 4f5/2 levels respectively
(Fig. 2d). The observed binding energy value is on the higher
side, consistent with observation reported for CsPbBr3 NCs
prepared via passivation with ZnBr2 (ref. 12) and tetrauoroacetate.4 Analysis of the N 1s, Cs 3d, Pb 4f/5d, and Br 3d/3s
peaks revealed that the obtained a-CsPbBr3 NCs have bromide
ion rich surface (Br/Pb > 3) (Fig. S7†). The estimated N : Cs ratio
is 1.56. These results conrmed the presence of ammonium
ligand on the lead halide-rich surfaces. The synthetic approach
is equally applicable to cubic a-CsPbI3 quantum dots, which are
known to be even more sensitive to phase transformation in
ambient air (cf. ESI†). In general, under X2-rich condition and
with optimized Cs+ ion concentration ([Cs+] # [Pb2+]), the
surface of the CsPbX3 NCs can be concomitantly passivated with
halide and ammonium ions to achieve long-term stability.
Highly crystalline, phase-stable 11.11 nm sized a-CsPbI3
perovskite NCs (Fig. S8†) were obtained using a Cs : Pb : I2
precursor ratio of 1 : 1 : 2 at 200  C. They were stable in ambient
air (relative humidity of 50–60%, room temperature) for
a period of 20 days (Fig. S9†) and for over 4 months in inert
condition (Fig. S10†). Similar to the CsPbBr3 NCs surface, the
presence of ammonium species (Cs:N  1.12) and slightly
excess halide ions (Cs : Pb : I ¼ 0.8 : 1 : 3.4) were conrmed by
XPS studies (Fig. S11 and S12†). The presence of surface-bound
ammonium ion was further conrmed by FTIR (Fig. S13†) and
1D/2D NMR (Fig. S14 and S15†). The presence of rmly surfacebound oleylammonium ligands is considered important for the
in situ stabilisation of the cubic phase of CsPbX3 NCs.11 In fact,
the Goldschmidt tolerance factor in cubic CsPbX3 (X ¼ Br, I)
perovskite is lower than the ideal value of 1, mainly due to the
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small size of Cs+ ions compared to the void.23 This eﬀect is
accentuated in the case of X ¼ I. Consequently, [PbX6]4 octahedra undergo distortion to decrease the extra space resulting in
a transformation from the cubic to the orthorhombic phase.
Partial substitution of Cs+ ions on NC surface layers with larger
alkyl ammonium ions reduces this distortion, resulting in the
observed enhanced stability of the cubic phase. In addition to the
presence of ammonium ions, the detection of stoichiometricallyexcess halide ions by XPS in our case suggests a possible
concomitant role of the halide ions in stabilising the NCs. Kim
et al. have demonstrated that halide-amine passivation of fractional dangling electrons satises the 8-electron rule on the
highly faceted tetrahedral shaped InP NCs surfaces.24 Based on
this we propose the co-passivation of a-CsPbX3 NCs with
ammonium ions and halide for enhanced stability.
To further gain mechanistic insight into the origin of
surface-bound ammonium ions, we examined the fate of OAm
in the presence of OA and Br2 at reaction temperature (200

C). In the presence of amine, X2 is reduced to a strong acid HX
in situ.25 Therefore, the molecular bromine plays the double role
of supplying halide ions and modulating the acid/base (OAm/
OA) ligand chemistry via protonation of OAm in the solution.
In conventional ligand system, OAm is protonated by OA in
solution, resulting in the formation of oleylammonium oleate.
As expected Fig. 3a shows the downeld shi of a-CH2 resonance peak of pure OAm from 2.66 to 2.85 ppm (25  C) on the
addition of OA. However, upon heating of the OA/OAm mixture
to 200  C an upeld shi of the a-CH2 resonance peak was
observed, which is due to the dissociation of oleylammonium
oleate. Its formation from OA and OAm being an exothermic
reaction, Le Chatelier's principle predicts indeed that the
equilibrium shis toward the reactants when the temperature is
increased.26 The depletion of oleylammonium species at high
temperature in typical OA/OAm synthetic methods leads to the
instability of the cubic phase. Therefore, CsPbX3 perovskite NCs
prepared by conventional methods involving the OA/OAm
ligand system is thermally unstable and additional oleylammonium halide ions are required to impede rapid phase
change at elevated temperature.11 Typically, synthesis is carried
out at 160  C or lower temperature followed by rapid quenching
in an ice bath.11 To the contrary, we found that in the presence
of Br2, the OAm/OA equilibria behave diﬀerently with a change
in temperature. Fig. 3b presents the NMR study of OAm/Br2
mixture at 25  C and 200  C. The a-CH2 proton resonance of
OAm changes from 2.66 to 2.70 ppm due to protonation of OAm

(a) 1H NMR spectra of free OAm (black), OAm/OA mixture at
25  C (red) and OAm/OA mixture at 200  C (blue) showing change in
a-CH2 (amine) resonance peak. (b) 1H NMR spectra of free OAm
(black); OAm/Br2 mixture at 25  C (red) and at 200  C (blue).
Fig. 3
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with HBr formed in situ. Importantly, when the OAm/Br2 solution is heated to the reaction temperature (200  C), the a-CH2
(amine) resonance peak shis further downeld to 2.87 ppm
showing the presence of thermally stable ammonium halide ion
species. We propose that oleylammonium bromide has been
stabilised via self-association or complexation with excess
amine present in the mixture.25 The peak broadening at
2.87 ppm also supports that diﬀerent ammonium halide
species (self-associated) are in equilibrium, collectively
contributing to the time-averaged NMR spectra. A similar eﬀect
of temperature on the NMR chemical shi was reported for
pyridine (Py) and HCl mixtures, attributed to the formation of
[Py–H–Py]+ and (PyHCl)2 species.27 Furthermore, OAm/I2
mixture exhibited similar characteristics (Fig. S16†), underlining the general nature of the mechanism of phase stabilization in CsPbX3 (X ¼ Br, I) NCs.
Both CsPbI3 and CsPbBr3 NCs exhibit emission tunability in
a wide spectral range by varying the reaction temperature from
75  C to 200  C (Fig. 4). The obtained NCs exhibit narrow PL
emission (FWHM: 29–48 nm) and high PL QYs (40–79%).
Lower emission wavelengths could easily be obtained by simply
decreasing the reaction temperature (Fig. 4) or increasing the X2
concentration (Fig. S17†).
The crystallite sizes calculated from XRD reveals that the
change in emission wavelength is due to change in size of the
NCs (Fig. S18†). Furthermore, NCs synthesized at higher
temperature show lower absorbance (nearly 3-fold) at same
photon energy (350 nm), compared to smaller sized NCs

Fig. 4 (a) UV illuminated photographs of colloidal solutions of
diﬀerent sized CsPbX3 NCs (X ¼ Br, I). Absorption (b) and emission
spectra (c) of CsPbBr3 NCs at diﬀerent reaction temperatures (75–200

C). Absorption (d) and emission spectra (e) of CsPbI3 NCs at diﬀerent
reaction temperatures (75–200  C).
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synthesized at lower temperature (Fig. S19†). This suggests that
the higher temperature produces less nuclei, though of an
overall larger nal size. On the other hand, at the same
temperature increasing the halide concentration leads to
increase in supersaturation and hence the increased nucleation
rate. By combining the emission ranges of the two materials, the
entire visible spectrum from blue to red (478–714 nm) can be
accessed. The blue-emitting CsPbBr3 QDs (PL peak 478 nm)
obtained at low temperature (75  C) under Br2-rich condition
deserve particular attention. Attaining this wavelength is
considered diﬃcult due to the small size of CsPbBr3 QDs and
their high surface sensitivity.28 It is noteworthy that phase
stability of smaller sized NCs synthesized at lower temperature
under X2-rich condition were relatively poor compared to ones
synthesized at higher temperature (200  C) at same X2
concentration (Table S1†). It has been suggested that due to
bulky nature of OAm+ ions, its binding on the surface of the NCs
is less feasible at lower temperature.11
In conclusion, we demonstrate a versatile synthetic scheme
for achieving long-term ambient stability and emissiontunability of cubic CsPbX3 (X ¼ Br, I) perovskite NCs. The use
of molecular X2 allows for the precise control of surface
composition, crystal structure and optical properties of the NCs.
The key mechanistic insights obtained herein are relevant for
the halide perovskite NC synthesis in general.
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